JOIN US AND BENEFIT FROM THE OSADL EXPERIENCE!

OPEN SOURCE + INDUSTRY = OSADL

Open Source Automation Development Lab (OSADL) eG
Im Neuenheimer Feld 583
69120 Heidelberg, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 6221 98504-0
www.osdl.org, info@osdl.org
DO YOU DEPLOY OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE IN INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS?

YOU DO? THEN YOU NEED OSADL!

The Open Source Automation Development Lab (OSADL) organizes the maintenance of Open Source software and its sustainable adaptation to the needs of industry. OSADL delivers indispensable support in all areas to be considered when using Open Source software in industrial products.

Legal advice through OSADL’s general counsel
- Legal knowledge database (FAQ)
- Legal assessments

License compliance audit (LCA)
Scanning support

Optimization of embedded systems in the OSADL test center
- OSADL QA Farm
- Real-time „latency fighting“

Open Source projects for industry
- OPC UA/TSN
- License checklists
- Linux real-time

Conferences, seminars, workshops and training courses

Security of embedded systems for IoT
- Secure programming
- Reliable field update
- Emergency response processes

Business processes for legal compliance
- Open Source policy
- Open Source compliance officer
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